From Editors Desk……
Noesis is pleased to release the August edition of LeadTime. We' have reinvented the newsletter and incorporated views from various Bschools in the country.
An article writing competition was conducted and after observing stiff participation from B-school like IIM Raipur, IIT Roorkee, SIOM,
SITM,, Great Lakes etc. We have narrowed down on the winners. The articles ranged from topics on Importance of Supplier Relationship
Management in 21st century, Supplier Relationship challenges in e–Commerce. At your perusal are the top 3 winning entries. New section
have been introduced in this edition which highlights the internship experience of Operations 2014-2016 batch of SIMS and personality of
month. Hope you enjoy this edition of LeadTime & gear up for many more competitions in the pipeline. Congratulations to the winners and
contributions from participants.

Supply Chain Risks and Supplier Relationship Management
Vinayak Bakshi, SIOM

It’s a well-established theory that in today’s globalized world, organizations

albeit the extension of the lengths of supply chains kept their expansion on an

are not competing against each other but in-turn their supply chains are at the

active, perpetual ride discreet enough to envelop the palpable risks laying

very helm of contention. Globalization presented the organizations all over the birth in the wombs of these supply chains.

world sublime opportunities in cost reduction and profit maximization grail,

Authors, theorists, professionals and supply chain experts have all been apprising myriad supply chain risks
through their literature, at times segregating them under specific domains
such as IT, Financial Risk et cetera et
cetera. Risks in a supply chain are
more of time series dependant fiasco,
which covet consciousness, observation and attention and would turn up
on you the moment you decide to veer
off your focus to some other prospective and lucrative recourse. According
to Hackett Group’s study conducted

back in 2012, supply chain risk mitigation has been identified by 77% of
the supply chain professionals, which
makes it rank third amongst all the
issues, as the most marquee affairs to
manage.

Speaking of marquee, the most infamously fabled, of eliciting best product from that supplier at low-

Hence organizing these relationships in a model

and cataclysmic supply chain events which

est financials.

form which could be at the behest of the choice of

evolved from miniature risks can always be cited

Strategic Reorganization Risk - Boeing in a

supply chains is critical:

move to overhaul its supply chain was charged $2

Risk-Sharing - every player in the supply chain

through fire at Ericsson’s sub-supplier vicinity
which cost the Swedish company $400 million in

billion in fixing supplier predicaments which decollaborates, supports and succours the other playlost sales. In another illustration, Nike’s inaccurate layed its Dreamliner 787 on the grounds of compo- ers by becoming a member in the absorption of
supply planning orchestrated a gradual inventory
nent delivery misadventures.
portion of costs, risks and off course the profits
shortage of “hot” footwear models which misdiinvolved for the business.
rected the sales worth $100 million in 2001. Both

Risk from Strategic Alliances – Dell in prospect
these cases, point to a lesson which many procure- of improving its RONA, kept on ameliorating its
ment experts have scrutinized, hence are making
strategic alliance with components supplier Asus.
efforts to reassess their supplier relationships and
sourcing paradigms.

All Eggs in One Basket
Abstaining from an elaborative and extensive list
of risks which demand sustained monitoring and

Team-Style – suppliers take an integral involvement in the designing and development of the

products and processes of the customer. The basics
From mini circuits to motherboards, and then man- are to share the knowledge stock and contribute in
ufacturing the whole systems for Dell made Asus the innovativeness and coherence for mutual per-

develop as a standalone brand in the market, now
competing with what Dell does.

The moral from a few of the above stated risks for

quisite. Joint problem solving compounds the understanding of the whole supply chain environment
and enables them to dampen the variability effect

in the flow.
strategic intent in place, a few instances carved out supply chain managers could be placed to objectively evaluate the sourcing and procurement deci- Lopsided relationship – either the customer or the
of those risks as a result of collaboration and dependency on single sourcing, highlighting the pro- sions and widen the horizon in contextual respects. supplier have the upper hand in terms of dependency, this relationship could be handy in mitigating
verbial act:

Modelling the Relationship

Natural Disaster Risks - The earthquake and tsu- Stability and structure in a supply chain could be
nami in Japan in 2011 washed out many supply
the cannons for winning the battle for market
chain players and ridiculed the industries which

share, which have their weight put down some-

had pragmatically and in apparent logical fashion

times by the incumbent relationship between the

placed their dependencies on one supplier in wakes supplier and the customer.

risk by adopting multiple vendor sourcing approach. Hence capacity constraints on the supplier
side can be easily warded off by lopsided relationship considering diverse set of suppliers.

Double Edge Sword
Is an equal footing really feasible in a supply chain? Considering the asymmetries prevalent in terms of power, resources and unequal payoffs in the
supplier-customer relation, a transition in either the supplier or customer
knowledge bank and skills is eminent which would (following the laws of
physics), muddle the balance of a supplier relationship management system.

Toyota evolving vertically to break off with Denso
Toyota and Denso shared an exemplifying bond in the initial years of manufacturing giant’s journey to acme. Denso was the sole supplier for Toyota’s
automobile electronics and following the lasting nature of exchange resisted
any dangers of dependency. But with time Toyota sluggishly divested away
from the relationship by foraying into the vertical integration of electronics
manufacturing itself. Toyota had become antipathetic to idea of depending

for technology on Denso which it could not comprehend. These feeling were
further groomed by Denso’s proximity to Toyota’s competitors. Hence Den-

so lost out to the supplier customer relationship bond.
Samsung making use of Apple’s technology
The most flamboyant patent litigation in the world. Apple ties with Samsung
to manufacture and supply microprocessor chips used in iphone and ipad.
Samsung introduces its own range of galaxy phones resembling the iphone in
aesthetics and technological features. Hence knowledge spillover from Apple
to Samsung proves fatal for Apple which started eating into its market share

in disguise of smartphone competition.
The takeaway can be reflected upon via the famous ‘Risk Spiral’ from Christopher and Lee (2004), which engages the fact
that, lack of information in the supply chain leads to descent into a self-dug
chaos pit. While the other side of the coin ascribes knowledge spill over to
complacent strategic supplier assessments and absence of intricate supply
chain contract to mitigate this risk.

SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP
CHALLENGES FOR E-COMMERCE
URVI MISHRA
DoMS, IIT ROORKEE

marketplace, through the Internet. The supplier management could be in any
of the above mentioned form EDI or e-marketplace depending on the business requirement.

A buyer may also maintain different forms of relationships with different
suppliers because of different needs from various functional areas.
E -commerce is the core technology of knowledge economy. Focusing on ecommerce and nurturing it is an inevitable choice to be the part of growth
story.
E-commerce strengthens the supply chain by sharing real time information
with the different parties. It helps the overall supply chain system in a huge
way by reducing the cost of servicing and response time. Information about
the marketplace such, as consumer tastes, demand patterns, and inventory, is
one of the most valuable resources within a supply chain. Information exchange between the buyer and supplier constitutes an important dimension in
supply chain.
E-commerce has existed for a long time, but mainly in the form through
private networks, such as EDI .Advancement of information technology in
the last decade has introduced an alternative of e- commerce transaction, e-

Major Characteristics of EDA and e marketplace
Characteristic

EDA

E marketplace

Initial Setup Cost

High

Low

Monitoring Cost

Low

High

Interdependency

High

low

Transaction Cost

Low

High

Information Sharing

High

Low

Challenges faced in different forms of supplier relationship management

Environmental Concentration

Product Complexity

Environmental concentration is defined as the extent to which a buyer perceives that resources are controlled by few suppliers and provide most of its
A standardized product doesn’t not require a regressive list of attributes to
resources to many manufacturers.
define it and a buyer can choose a supplier from e marketplace based on the A high setup cost and complexity of EDA based system is a big hurdle for
cost effective one. Implementation of EDI based system imposes major cost implementing it when the environment concentration is high.
based challenges in such a scenario. If there are large number of heterogene- E-marketplace can only provide a limited advantage in help searching for the
ous product offerings in the market, buyer search costs can result in substan- lowest cost supplier if there are only a few suppliers supplying a unique
tial inefficiencies.
product.
Opportunisms
If buyer and supplier are willing to build a long term relationship they will
not act entirely based on the self-interest and they are likely to discourage
opportunistic behavior.
E-marketplace participants have less information sharing activities and little
transaction specific investment. Thus, there are more opportunities and fewer
penalties when one engages in opportunism. In e marketplace exchanging
parties face the self-interest based exchanges frequently.
E.g.: Offering Low quality product/ service, Delay in payments by the buyer.
In the same instance the high level of transaction specific investments involved in EDI reduces opportunistic behaviors from participants.
Environment Uncertainty
Environmental uncertainty is defined as the extent that uncertainty decreases
as an industry matures; the benefits that accrue to integration presumably
decline .Firms face high environment uncertainty because of the limited information exchange among participants.
Whenever there are specific decision to be made related to Inventory or procurement ion analysis detailed information based on dynamic data mining
becomes essential.
From the operational perspective, EDI becomes important to overcome these
challenges whereas e marketplace can only be used until it satisfies the minimal information requirement of supply chain system.

Environmental Dynamism
It is defined as the change in consumer demand for manufactures product.
In e marketplace where decisions are primarily cost driven and information
sharing is kept minimum between the exchange parties usually all the decisions have been made without any prior knowledge about the changes in
marketplace. Supplier works under the threat of losing the potential market.
EDI helps exchange parties to reduce uncertainty in consumer demand. In
addition to the information exchange, the relational norm should guide the
supplier to a flexible response towards the buyer’s request.
Conclusion
Every firm has to take strategic decision for supplier relationship building
while considering the vital factors and requirements. Future trends, current
market condition, cost effective medium, product complexity and procurement requirements are few of the major things that should always be considered for building a good supplier relationship.

ROBIN SHARMA, FORE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Introduction: In 21st century manufacturers have to work with an exten- and are reliable. Effective partnership with suppliers have made them to
sive variety of suppliers and these supply chains are becoming progressively compete favourably in the market because of good product quality, low cost
confounded. The developing need to cut costs for the purchaser implies mar- and reliable delivery. Therefore, every firm can use this same method to ragins are being pressed more than ever. So to keep up productivity and drive tionalise their supply base and can use the lean concept to produce efficientefficiencies, these organizations are swinging to supplier relationship man- ly which will reduce their product lead times, inventory and inventory cost.

agement as a controlled and precise way to deal with sourcing the merchan- Integration with supplier is all about coordination. Here, the buyer and supdise and materials they need. There are many possible supply chain rela- plier come together to align their processes thus improving communication
tionship types because very few companies can operate on their own. These and supply chain visibility for both parties. When firms integrate their
relationships can be categorized as business-to-business (B2B), business-to- knowledge and technology they are able to address the issues of end clients
consumers

(B2C),

customers-to- by getting the right item at the right cost and quality, giving them a focused
customers (C2C). B2B relationships are most common and have been used edge. This strategy was used by Bose Corporation that led to the extension
in many approaches

consumers-to-business

(C2B)

and

and creation of the JIT2 concept, a logical extension of JIT that eliminates

Integrating with the supplier: To gain a competitive advantage, rela- waste in the system, improves communication and reduces demand variabiltionship should be built with suppliers by entering into partnership with ity.
them. Partnership as an agreement between two firms that seek to accom- Technology used in 21st century: Firms are always seeking solutions
plish a common objective. Companies around the world are using the con- for continuous demand variation and consumer requirements. Through succept of partnership and lean to gain competitive advantage because they cessful supplier and purchaser coordinated effort, firms will have the ability
have realised that their partners have the expertise, the technical knowledge

to accomplish competitive advantage by proficiently dealing with their sup- Consolidation of the supply chain- As specific areas of both the supplier's
plier relationship to address the issues of the end consumer making a liquid and buyer's business work together, this allows both parties to better understock stream from suppliers to the customers thus decreasing lead times, de- stand the inner workings of the other. In some cases, both parties will be able
mand variability and vulnerability. This has led to initiatives such as Radio to adapt their own working practices and operations to better accommodate
Frequency Identification Device (RFID), a tracking technology that provides the other, and that can lead to further efficiencies and operational advantages.
real time information and location of goods. For example, Tesco, UK's larg- The consolidation of the supply chain may allow buyers to reduce the number
est grocery retailer has exploited this technology strategy and is piloting pal- of suppliers they purchase from - streamlining the purchasing process and
let-level RFID to manage its logistics.

making budgeting a far simpler task.

Importance Of SRM:

Outsourcing certain activities- A successful supplier relationship manage-

Increased efficiency- As a relationship with the supplier improves, communication between supplier and buyer also improves. Suppliers gain a more
complete understanding of the businesses they serve, and this allows them to
meet their needs more efficiently. Delay n the production network will reduce, and the stream of operations will extraordinarily move forward. Also,

ment programme will often create a trusting partnership between a buyer and
a supplier. In some cases, this may result in many key activities being transferred to the supplier on a permanent basis. This may include entrusting a
supplier with the management of inventory levels and some elements of cus-

tomer service.

when issues in the production process do emerge, the solid relationship be- Conclusion: The companies with SRM can expand the market, expand the
tween the supplier and customer will make such issues easier to resolve.

market demand and shares, reduce the up-front cost, and realize the Win-win.

Minimises price volatility- Nothing spooks consumer mor e than enor - Supplier relationship management is both a systematic engineering and manmous changes in market prices. These fluctuations are as a direct result of agement software and technology. As a systematic engineering, supplier rela-

increase in volatility of commodity prices However, by adopting the princi- tionship management is oriented by 'expanding cooperation partnership,
jointly developing and expanding the market share, win-win'. And as a kind
ples of supplier relationship management, companies can often take advantage of fixed pricing or scaled increases in exchange for lengthier contract of management software and technology, it integrates the advanced eterms, minimum order levels or various other qualifying criteria. Having a commerce, data mining, collaborative technology, and information technoloclear and unambiguous cost base allows a business to set its own pricing gy tightly and provides the optimized solution for the strategic design for
structures with some certainty, and that often translates to happier, more loyal products, strategic acquisition for resources, effective negotiation for contract, and the unified management of product contents in a company.
customers.

Personality of the Month—Sheryl K. Sandberg
Sheryl Kara Sandberg is an American technology executive, activist, and author.
She is the Chief Operating Officer of Facebook. In June 2012, she was elected
to the board of directors by the existing board members, becoming the first
woman to serve on Facebook's board. Before she joined Facebook as its COO,
Sandberg was Vice President of Global Online Sales and Operations at Google
and was involved in launching Google's philanthropic arm Google.org.
Before Google, Sandberg served as chief of staff for the United States Secretary
of the Treasury.

CAREER
After graduating from Harvard Business School in 1995, Sandberg worked as a management consultant for McKinsey & Company for approximately one year (1995-1996).
From 1996 to 2001 she again worked for Larry Summers, who was then serving as Chief of Staff at the Treasury under President Bill Clinton. Sandberg assisted in the Treasury's work on forgiving debt in the developing world during the Asian financial crisis. She joined Google Inc. in 2001, serving as its Vice President of Global Online Sales and Operations.
Facebook

In March 2008, Facebook announced hiring of Sheryl Sandberg away from Google for the role of COO. After joining the company, Sandberg quickly
began trying to figure out how to make Facebook profitable. Before she joined, the company was "primarily interested in building a really cool site;
profits, they assumed, would follow." By late spring, Facebook's leadership had agreed to rely on advertising, "with the ads discreetly presented"; by
2010, Facebook became profitable. According to Facebook, she oversees the firm's business operations including sales, marketing, business development, human resources, public policy, and communications.
In 2012 she became the eighth member (and the first female member) of Facebook's board of directors.

Boards
In 2009 Sandberg was named to the board of The Walt Disney Company. She also serves on the boards of Women for Women International, the Center for Global Development and V-Day.
Lean In
Sandberg released her first book, Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead, co-authored by Nell Scovell and published by Knopf on March 11,
2013. It is about business leadership and development, issues with the lack of women in government and business leadership positions, and feminism. As of the fall of 2013, the book sold more than one million copies and was on top of the bestseller lists since its launch.
Honors

Sheryl Sandberg has been ranked one of the 50 "Most Powerful Women in Business" by Fortune Magazine

Sandberg was named one of the "25 Most Influential People on the Web" by Business Week in 2009.

She has been listed as one of the world's 100 most powerful women by Forbes.

In 2014, Sandberg was listed as ninth, just behind Michelle Obama.

Operations Batch 2014-2016 Speaks
on Internship

Himani Yadav Operations-Finance
Company Name: Eaton

Bhagyashree Deshmukh Operations-Finance
Company Name: Kam-Avida Enviro Engineers Pvt. Ltd.

Even after having experience of more than 2 years in Accenture, joining
Eaton during my internship broadened my horizon of corporate world.
Although, both the companies work towards ensuring improvements
and quality, but the work assigned to me was totally different. I was
accountable for actions. I had ownership of everything that went good
or bad unlike in Accenture. I was part of team formulating policies and
it all helped me to think from a manager’s
perspective. The project was on
"Standardization of Key SCM SSC processes"
and dealt with standardizing their business
process activities. The project was selected
to address the need for standardization and
the benefits in shared services. The objective
is to achieve optimum degree of order, process optimization, improvement in Cost per
Activity and customer value proposition. My
role was to help define an approach and
then work with the team for standardization

Even though I had almost two years experience in TCS prior to MBA, my
CPS experience offered me different insights into the corporate world.
Every single day of my CPS taught me valuable lessons which would be
helpful in my management career. I worked in three different projects
which helped me to interact with teams across all
the departments and apply the classroom concepts
to actual industry scenarios. My projects ranged
from Balanced Scorecard analysis of ERP implementation, Study of working capital management for inventory optimization to creating a Product Costing
Model. From every single worker on the shop floor to
the MD of the company helped in whichever way
possible and gave me valuable learnings which will
stay with me in the long run. My advice to my junior batch mates would
be to look at the internship experience as a learning platform and be
proactive and make the most out of the opportunity.

Bharat Sah Operations-Finance
Company Name: Hershys India Pvt. Ltd.

Madhurima Kanjilal
Company Name: Khaitan Electricals Ltd.

I am a mechanical engineer and have worked in
supply chain management and process control in
Mahindra & Mahindra before coming to SIMS. I was
fascinated by the work and so decided to take up Operations as my majors. I did my internship at Hershys India Pvt. Ltd. where
my project involved optimization of transport cost of beverages from
factory location to various channel partners. My role was to identify key
areas where I could optimize on transport cost, packaging dimension
and stacking patterns and at the same time increase the volumes. The
work was quite challenging and different yet interesting.

My project was on defining safety stock for finished goods inventory. It was a great learning experience. My mentor helped me in putting my theoretical knowledge into use. The working atmosphere
was very conducive for me to learn new concepts and
helped me to understand human behavior as well in a
work environment. I also used to have discussions with HR head about emotional intelligence gaining importance in work atmosphere. This internship
helped me in understanding practicality of real-life situations and the obstacles found in providing solutions.

Rishi Kumar Yadav
Company Name: Triveni
13th Apr 2015 Monday, first working day of the week and my first day at Triveni. Monday is most robust, I felt that I had to
worked in very crowded and busy environment and so it was for the next 8 weeks. During 8 weeks internship I took 3 projects namely sales forecasting, developing excel based tool to track the production pipeline process and the last one was
Creating Key performance indicators to measure the performance of the departments of Triveni ,all were challenging. I
had liked to work there for the following reasons:
First, completely different environment from my previous job i.e. software engineer in Infosys, where I just stuck to my
cubicle, desktop and VOIP but in Triveni I freely roam around understand the process, interact with people.
Second is the intern team most of them from IIM-Indore, learned a lot from them.
Last my mentor Mr. Arvind Saraf, MD of Triveni who guided us by providing great insights of the company ,the problem faced by the company and how to
overcome it.
The most important thing which I learnt :
“It takes couple of days/weeks to identify the problem but it could take couple of months/years or even more to get desired solution”

